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                            Register your serial number
 
                                    BEFORE
 
                        starting to assemble your HyZor!
The online resources contains constantly updated information on how to optimize your HyZor, inside and out.
If you do not examine the online resources BEFORE starting to assemble your HyZor, you are likely to build
a version that is not optimized for you.

At this time, the main choice is a 6 cell or 7 cell HyZor.  6 cell is traditional and does not need to be heated.
7 cell produces 15% more gas but requires heating with engine coolant, full instructions are online.

If you do not want to register your HyZor online then BUILD A 6 CELL HyZor.  You’ll have two extra plates
because the C version kits are automatically designed to accommodate the 7 cell version.

                                                   HYZOR WITHOUT HEAT
The other option is to build a HyZor which does not require additional heat. This is ideal for an air-cooled engine, 
an application where the HyZor does not fit under the hood, or if you simply don't want to splice into your 
heater hoses. Please read through both sets of instructions (available online) and make your decision carefully 
because once built, changing versions is not practical. It is best to find a place to install your HyZor first as the 
location may make the decision for you. 
 
This version is not quite as efficient as the heated version, but still plenty efficient for a good mileage gain. We 
will call this the 6 cell unheated version. If you so choose in the future, heat can be applied to this version and it 
will help with the efficiency, but it will never be as efficient as a version built for heat.

Construction of the unheated version is much the same as the heated version. The difference being each cell pack 
is assembled with one less plate and spacer. The length of each cell pack remains the same at 2 3/4". To make 
up for the missing plate and spacer we make each remaining spacer wider. Each spacer is then 7/16" wide. 
The wider spacers are otherwise identical in construction.

Note: See HyZor Resources for further upgrades coming soon like the Grid Plate design, Pulse Width Modulation
          and the Bedini Power supply.

Finally, remember to Have Fun! :)

May the blessings be

George Wiseman

http://www.eagle-research.com/cms/resources/er-hyzor
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Dear Fuel Savings Enthusiast,

                                   HyZor (basic) Kit REGISTRATION PROCESS HAS CHANGED
We no longer accept serial number registrations by FAX.  The registration process is now ONLINE and under YOUR 
control.  To access the HyZor Resources you must have an Eagle-Research eStore account and a valid serial number.   

If you do not have an Eagle-Research eStore Account: 
1) Go to the http://www.eagle-research.com/store/ 
2) Create an account by clicking the new customer signup button (no purchase necessary)
3) Register your serial number using the instructions below...

If you have an Eagle-Research eStore Account:
1. Go to the http://www.eagle-research.com/store/ 
2. Log in (Use the same email address and passcode as you used to open your eStore account).  
3. Click the My Account link (top bar; yellow 'button')
4. Locate the My Products section (about mid page, under your summary of previous orders).  
5. Click View or add registered products. (You must have a product registered to view resources).
6. Click register new product. (Fill in the serial number EXACTLY) Click submit.
7. Go back to My Account and Click View Resources for my Eagle-Research Products. 
8. You should now be in the HyZor Resources. 

The Online ER HyZor Resources can be changed quickly, allowing you fast access to the latest updates, and a lot 
more support information than could possibly fit into the Assembly and Operation Instruction Booklet (and DVD) 
that is included in every ER HyZor (Basic) Kit.  
ER Resources access privileges will be revoked for people who VOID their good standing.
The ER HyZor Resources are crude, for the time being. As with everything Eagle-Research does, we'll be 
consistently improving the online Resources.  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FORGOT YOUR eSTORE PASSCODE?
Request a new one from the the eStore.  We can’t give it to you because we don’t have access to it.  
(Once you are in your account you can change your passcode to anything you desire.)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SUBSCRIBE TO THE EAGLE-RESEARCH eNEWSLETTER
Be sure to subscribe to the eNewsletter  to be informed when changes/updates happen.

1. Go to the http://www.eagle-research.com/store/ 
2. Log in (Use your eStore email address and passcode). 
3. Locate Email Notifications in My Account
4. Update your profile to subscribe to the eNewsletter.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE – HELP OTHERS
Your story will help other people and further the advancements of practical alternative energy solutions.

1. Go to  https://www.eagle-research.com/store/
2. Log in to your profile. 
3. Click on the category of the product (in the eStore) you wish to review.
4. Click on the specific product(s) to get the the ‘more information’ page.  
5. Click on Write a Review

http://www.eagle-research.com/cms/resources/er-hyzor
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